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The problem of the optimal assignment of facilities to locaticns has been solved
by J. W. Gavett and Normann V. Plyter D • In their paper the branch and bound
technique2) is used and for this purpose the distance matrix is transformed into
the matrix whose diagonal compoents are zero. The purpose of this paper is to
avoid such a transformation and the store of the distance matrix into the computer.

§ 1. The problem is called the 'assigment of
facilities to locations' and the general statement
of this problem is as follows. There are n fixed
locations to which n facilities are to be assigned.
Just only one facility may be assigned to each
location.
A distance between the locations is associated
with each pair of locations and an index of the
traffic intensity between the facilities is associated with each pair of facilities. The cost of
assigning a pair of facilities to a pair of locations
is the product of the location distance by the
facility traffic intensity. The cost of the total
assignment is the sum of these products for all
location-facility pairs in the assignment. If the
cost is the minimum then this assignment is
called the optimal assignment.
J. W. Gavett and Norman V. Plyter* have
solved such a problem with the branch and
bound technique. But they transformed the
cost matrix into the matrix whose diagonal components are zero and moreover all components
of the cost matrix must be stored into the computer. But if n::::::IO this method is inappropriate
to our computer NEAC-2203 (memory 2K). Thus
in this paper we shall show the method by which
we can avoid the above difficuItis**.
§ 2. First of all we shall show the example
which J. W. Gavett and others used in their
paper.
Let B (i, j) be the distance between location
i and j. Then the distance matrix is given by

*

**

See the reference 1).
Our mcthod is analogous to J. W. Gavett's method
except the above mentioned point.
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Next let A (k, 1) be the rate of traffic flow between the facility k and 1. Then the traffic intensity matrix is given by
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Now let the facilities be 1, ''', n and the locations be a1, "', an. Then the facility-pairs are (1,
2), ''', (1, n), (2, 3), ... (n.I, n) and the traffic
intensity from the facility i to j is denoted by
AG, j). Thus A'(i, j) = A (i, j) + A(j, i) is the rate
of the traffic flow between the facility i and j.
Now we rearrange these A' 0, j) in ascending
order (lowest to highest) and we put them A1, "',
AN (N = (~». Similarly as above the location
pairs are (al, a2), "'(a1, an), ''', (a n-1. an) and the
distance between the location ai and aj is denoted by B (i, j). Then we rearrange these B (i, j)
in descending order (highest to lowest) and we
put them Bl, "', B N • Moreover we put Bij=B i Bj. In this way we have A1=A' (2,4)=4, A2 =
A' (1, 4)=13, As=A' (2, 3)=15, A,= A' (3, 4)=
23, A 5 =A'(I, 3)= 25, A6 =A'(l, 2)=28 and B1=
B(I,3)=7, B2=B(I, 2)=6, Bs =B(2, 4)=6, p,=
B(2, 3)=5, B5 =B(I,4)=2, B6=B(3,4)=1.
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Next we associate the following quantity with
the correspondence Bi~Aj;
(1) if i < j then AiBt+l,t+Ai+lBi+Z,i+Z+······+
AjBi,j,
(2) if i = j or i = j + 1 then 0,
(3) ifi>j+1 then AiBi,i+l+Ai-lBi-l,i+"'+
Aj+lBj+l,j+Z+ AjBi+l,Hl'
These quantities are denoted by (Bi~A) and we
put {} (i, j)=min(Bi-Akl+min (Bl~_~j).
k=f:i
l=f:j

§ 3. In the first place we choose larger {} (i, j)
between {} 0, 1) and {} (N, N). In our example
{}(1,

l)=(BI~Az)+

(Bz-AI) = A zB12 + A IBz1+0
= A zB 12 + A1B zI =13 x(7-6)+4x (6-7)
=13-4=9,

{)(6, 6) = (Eu - As) + (Bs - Au) = AuBsu + AsB 65 + 0
= AuB su + AsBus =28 X(2-1)+ 25
x(1-2)=28-25=3
and {}(1, 1) is larger than (}(6,6), Hence BI =
B(l, 3) corresponds to Al=A'(2, 4).
Now let eX] be the set of all assignments.
N

Then the lower bound of eX] is

.2:: Ai Bi =

i=l
S

2: AiB i= 889. Next we can consider the follow.

i"""J

ing two sets. One is the set of all assignments
such that BI =B(1,3) does not correspond to
Al = N(2, 4) and the other is the set of all assignments such that BI=B(l, 3) corresponds to AI=
A'(2,4). We denote them by [Bl~AI] and
[Bl ~ AI] according to]. W. Gavett and others.
The lower bound of [Bl ~ AI] is
.2:: AiB i + max {O(l, l)+{}(N, N)} =389+9=398
and the lower bound of [B1~AI] is computed
as follows:
First of all Bs = B(2, 4) must correspond to
As= N(l, 3) since BI = B(l, 3) corresponds to Al =
A'(2,4). Thus (Bs-As)=AsBss+A4Bs4+AsB4S=
25 X(5-2)+ 23 x (2-5)+ 15 x (5-6) = 16. Hence
the lower bound of [Br-Ar] is 389+16=405.
But since 405 is larger than 398, the following
branching commences at node [B I ~ AI] and we
replace (Br·+A i ) (i=2, "', N)=(AiB li + Ai-lBi,i-l
+.. ·+AzBsz+AIB21 with (BI~Ai)=AiBli+.. ·-'r
AIB 21 - (AzB lZ + A IB21 ).

§ 4. Next we select the maximum O(i, j) among
{}(6, 6), {}(2, 1) and 0(1,2). Then
0(6,6)=AsBM+AsBus=3,
0(2, 1)=(Bz-Az)+(Bs -+A 1 )=0+- AzBz3
+- AIBsz= 13 x 0-1-4 )<O··~ 0,
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0(1, 2) = (B l ~ As)-\- (B2- A2) - (AsBlS+ AzBs2

+ AIB21 ) - (A2B12 + AlB2l)+0=AsBlS
+A 2 Bsl =15 X(7-6)+13 x(6-7)= 15
-13=2
and B(6,6)=3 is the largest of all. Thus Bu=
B(3, 4) corresponds to A u=A'(l, 2) and the bran·
ches of [Bl-A l ] are [Bu-Au] and [Bu-Au].
Now the lower bound of [Bu~Au] is 398+3=
401 and the lower bound of [Bu.... Au] is com·
puted as follows;
B2=B(1,2) must correspond to A 4=A'(3, 4) since
Bu=B(3,4) corresponds to A u=A'(l, 2) Hence
(B2 .... A4)= A 4Bz 4+ AsB4S + A2Bs2=23 x (6-5)+15
X(5-6)+13X(6-6)=8 and the lower bound of
[Bu.... A u] is 398+8=405 but 405 is larger than
401. Thus the following branching commences
at node [Bu-As] and in order to continue this
process we replace (B j- Au) (j = 1, .... 5) = (AuB jU
+ AsB us +'" + AjBj+l, j) with (Bj-Au) =AuB ju +'"
+ AjBj+l,j -(AuBss + AsB u,,).

§ 5. Similarly as ab:)Ve we select the maximum
{}(i, J) among {}(1,2), (}(2,1), 0(5,6) and {}(6,
5). Then
{}(1, 2) = (B l ~ As) + (B 2 - A2) = A sB13 + A2Bsi
=15x (7-6) + 13 x (6-7) = 2,
0(2,1) = (Bs - AI) + (B2~ Az) = A 2Bzs + AlB sz
=13 xO+4 xO=O,
{)(5, 5)=(Bs~As)+(B4~Au)= (A uB4U +AsB65
+ ~BM) - (AuBsu -+- AsB us ) = A sB4S
+ A4B s4 =28 x (5-2)+23 x (2-5) = 15,
f}(6, 5)= (Bu~A4) + (Bs~As) = AsB su + A 4Buij
=25 x (2-1)+23 x (1-2)=25-23=2
and {}(5,6)=15 is maximum. Thus Bs =B(l, 4)
corresponds to A u=A'(1,2) and [Bs~Au] and
[Bs-A u] are the branches of [Bu~Au].
Now the lower bcund of [Bs- Au] is 401 + 15
= 416 and the lower bound of [Bs - Au] is 401 +
0=401 since B4=B(2, 3) corresponds to A 4=
A'(3,4) and (B 4-A4) =0. Thus the following
branching commences at node [Bs-A u] since
401 is smaller than 416.

§ 6. From now on we assume that (B 4-A j )(j=f:
4), (Bs-A j )(j=f:6), (Bi -A4)(i=f:4) and (Bi~Au)
(i=f:5) are empty and similarly as above we
select the maximum {}(i, j) among {)(1, 2), {)(2, 1),
0(3,3) and (}(6, 5). Then
B(l, 2) = (BI-As)+(Bz-Az)=AsBlS+ A 2Bsi =2,
{}(2, 1)= (Bs-A I)+ (Bz-Az) = AzB zs + AIB s2 =0,
{}(3, 3)= (Bs-A2)+ (B 2-As) = A sB2S + A zBs2 =O,
0(6,5)=(Bu-As)+(Bs.... As)
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= A5B56 + A 4B45 + AsB 64 + A5B 35 + A4B54 +
AsB4S =50
and 8(6,5)=50 is maximum. Hence B6=B(3,4)
corresponds to A5= A'(1, 3) and [B6- A5] and
[B 6 -A 5 ] are the branches of [B5-A 6 ] .
Now the lower bound ot [B 6 ->A5] is 401+50
= 451. On the other hand the lower bound of
[B 6 ->A 5] is computed as follows; B2=B(1,2)
must correspond to A1 = A(2, 4) since B6 = B(3, 4)
corresponds to Ao = A'(1, 3) but Bo = B(1, 4) corresponds to A 6 =A'(1,2). Thus we have the
following assignment (1 2 3 4 ) and B1 = B(1,
.a4 al as a2
3) corresponds to As= A'(2, 3). Hence the lower

25

bound is 401 + (B1 - As) = 401 + 2 = 403 and, since
403 is smaller than 451, (1 2 3a 4 ) is the op.a4 a 1 s a2
timal assignment.
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